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Abstract

It is now recognized in many domains that content�
based image retrieval �CBIR� from a database of im�
ages cannot be carried out by using completely auto�
mated approaches� One such domain is medical ra�
diology for which the clinically useful information in
an image typically consists of gray level variations
in highly localized regions of the image� Currently�
it is not possible to extract these regions by auto�
matic image segmentation techniques� To address this
problem� we have implemented a human�in�the�loop
�a physician�in�the�loop� more speci�cally� approach
in which the human delineates the pathology bearing
regions �PBR� and a set of anatomical landmarks of
the image at the time the image is entered into the
database� From the regions thus marked� our approach
applies low�level computer vision and image processing
algorithms to extract features related to the variations
of gray scale� texture� shape� etc� The extracted fea�
tures create an index that characterizes the image� To
form an image�based query the physician �rst marks
the PBR�s� The system then extracts the relevant im�
age features� computes the distance of the query image
to all image indices in the database� and retrieves the
n most similar images� Our approach is based on the
assumption that medical image characterization must
contain features local to the PBR�s� The focus of this
paper is to assess the utility of localized versus global
features for the domain of HRCT images of the lung�
and to evaluate the system�s sensitivity to physician
subjectivity in delineating the PBR�s�
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� Introduction

Many content�based image retrieval �CBIR� sys�
tems have been developed during the last several
years� Almost all of these systems are founded on the
premise that images can be characterized by global sig�
natures for the purpose of retrieval from a database
��	� 
� �� �� ��� For example� the QBIC system
�� characterizes images using global characteristics
such as color histogram� texture values� shape param�
eters of easily segmentable regions� etc� For many
databases� global characterization alone cannot en�
sure satisfactory retrieval results� One such domain
is medical radiology� for which the clinically useful in�
formation consists of gray level variations in highly
localized regions of an image� the localization being
with respect to certain anatomical landmarks� For
example� for high�resolution computed tomographic
�HRCT� images of the lung� a disease such as emphy�
sema �shown in Figure �� manifests itself in the form
of a low�attenuation region that is textured di�erently
from the rest of the lung� Local features are needed
for such situations because the number of pathology
bearing pixels in an image is small relative to the rest
of the pixels and any global signature would not be
su�ciently impacted to serve as a useful attribute for
image retrieval� Currently it is not possible to extract
these regions by automatic segmentation routines �
the regions of pathology in medical images often do
not possess sharp edges and contours that can be ex�
tracted automatically� Our system� therefore� enlists
the help of the physician for delineating the PBR�s
and any anatomical markers that might be relevant�

The focus of this paper is to assess the utility of lo�
calized versus global features for the domain of HRCT
images� We will present an empirical evaluation of the
implementation illustrating that local features signif�
icantly improve performance over using only global
features� In addition� the evaluation will address a
possible limitation of our approach� because PBR de�
lineation is inherently subjective� the quality of the
results could depend on a physician�s ability to ac�
curately circumscribe the PBR�s� We present a sensi�
tivity study that shows that physician subjectivity has
little impact on retrieval performance� Before present�
ing the results of our study� we review the reasoning
architecture of ASSERT �Automatic Search and Selec�
tion Engine with Retrieval Tools�� the implementation
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of our approach�

� ASSERT
The reasoning and control architecture of our ap�

proach is best explained with the help of the �ow chart
shown in Figure �� The �gure shows two phases� the
image archiving phase is depicted in bold �ow links
and the retrieval phase is depicted using thin �ow
links�

To archive an image in the database� a physician de�
lineates the PBR�s and anatomical landmarks� This
interaction takes at most a minute for a well�trained
domain expert �a radiologist�� The system then exe�
cutes the computer vision and image processing algo�
rithms to create a feature vector that characterizes
the image� To facilitate accurate indexing and re�
trieval it is of critical importance that the images in
the database be characterized with relevant features�
To this end we have collected a set of images from
di�erent disease patterns for which the diagnosis is
known� After we have extracted the set of possibly
relevant features �described in Section ��� we perform
a sequential forward selection search ��� to reduce the
dimensionality of the feature space while retaining the
ability to accurately classify each image as belonging
to its associated disease pattern� The resulting feature
vector forms an index into the database� Currently�
retrieval is done using a nearest neighbor approach in
the reduced feature space� Our plan for the immedi�
ate future is to use a decision tree structure to create
a multiple�attribute hash table ���� As the database
grows� we will periodically re�run the index archiving
algorithms to ensure that the features and the decision
tree selected are optimized for the current database�

The computations for retrieval proceed in the same
manner as image archival� The physician brings up
a query image on the screen and then requests the n
most visually similar images from the database� Af�
ter the physician delineates the PBR�s in the query
image� the system applies the lung region extraction
algorithm and executes low�level computer vision and
image processing procedures to extract image features
from both PBR�s and lung regions� The system then
computes the distance of the query image to all im�
ages in the database and returns the n most similar
images� The physician can then view the associated
di�erential diagnoses of each returned image�

Figure  shows ASSERT�s user interface� The large
left frame at the top is used for displaying the query
image� The large frame immediately to the right of
the query image is reserved for displaying one of the
retrieved images� it can also be used for displaying the
image obtained after an image processing algorithm is
applied to the query image� The best four retrieved
images are displayed in a row at the bottom� Any
of these images can be shown in a larger format im�
mediately to the right of the query image� In Figure
� the image shown to the right of the query image
is the magni�ed version of the second best retrieved
image �the second from the left in the bottom row of
images�� On the far right of the interface screen� a
user can enter feedback about the query images� the
feedback can range from strong agreement with re�

trieval results to strong disagreement� Currently� the
user feedback is used only for system evaluation� In
the future� we plan to use the feedback to improve the
indexing scheme automatically�

� Image Characterization
To characterize each image� the system computes

features that are local to the PBR�s and features that
are global to the entire lung region�� The PBR�s
are characterized by a set of shape� texture and
other gray�level attributes� For characterizing tex�
ture within PBR�s� we have implemented a statisti�
cal approach based on the notion of a gray�level co�
occurrence matrix ���� This matrix represents a spatial
distribution of pairs of gray levels and has been shown
to be e�ective for the characterization of random tex�
tures� In our implementation� the speci�c parameters
we extract from this matrix are energy� entropy� homo�
geneity� contrast� correlation� and cluster tendency� In
addition to the texture�related features� we compute
three additional sets of features on the pixels within
the PBR boundary� The �rst set computes measures
of gray�scale of the pathological region� speci�cally�
the mean and standard deviation of the region� a his�
togram of the local region� and attributes of its shape
�longer axis� shorter axis� orientation� shape complex�
ity measurement using both Fourier descriptors and
moments�� The second set computes the edginess of
the PBR using the Sobel edge operator ���� The ex�
tracted edges are used to obtain the distribution of
the edges� We compute the ratio of the number of
edge pixels to the total number of pixels in the region
for di�erent threshold channels� each channel corre�
sponding to a di�erent threshold for edge detection�
Finally� to analyze the structure of gray level varia�
tions within the PBR� we apply a region�based seg�
menter ���� From the results we compute the number
of segmented regions per area and histograms of the
area and gray�levels of the segmented regions�

In addition to the texture and shape features� a
PBR is also characterized by its average properties�
such as gray scale mean and deviation� with respect
to the pixels corresponding to the rest of the lung�
Measurement of these properties requires that we be
able to segment out the lung region �note that the lung
region is also needed for the measurement of the global
features we mentioned earlier�� To extract the lung re�
gion� we apply a set of binary�image analysis routines
����� When applied to the current database� the algo�
rithm was able to successfully extract the lung region
from the HRCT image ��� of the time�� In addition
to the average�type features� the system also calculates
the distance between the centroid of a marked PBR
and the nearest lung boundary point� physicians use

�Note that the sense in which we use the word �global� is dif�
ferent from how it is commonly used in the literature on CBIR�
Our global features are global only to the extent that they are
based on all the pixels in the entire lung region�

�For the �� of the images for which the algorithm does not
extract the lung region� currently we ask the physician to cir�
cumscribe it� We are working on improving the accuracy of this
step�
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Figure �� The 	ow chart for database archival and retrieval in ASSERT�

Figure � The user interface�

this information to classify some pulmonary disease
patterns�

The total number of features� �� in number� com�
puted for a PBR is large �details of the set of features
can be found in ������ While this gives us an exhaus�
tive characterization of a PBR �an intentional aspect
of our design�� for obvious reasons only a small subset
of these features can be used for database indexing and
retrieval� The features actually used are found by ap�
plying the sequential forward search �SFS� algorithm
to all the �� features�

� Empirical Evaluation
Ultimately the true test of a CBIR system is

whether it is used by practitioners� To measure
whether such a system would be useful� evaluation of
an information retrieval system is done by measuring
the recall and the precision of the queries� Recall is
the proportion of relevant materials retrieved� Preci�
sion quanti�es the proportion of the retrieved materi�
als that is relevant to the query�

In our approach� the precision and recall are func�
tions of �� the feature vector used to characterize the

images� � the retrieval scheme and �� the delineation
of the PBR by the physician� In this evaluation we
hold the second factor constant and investigate the
impact on performance of the �rst and third factors�
In addition to a clinical evaluation performed by a
physician� we present o��line experiments designed to
examine the utility of localized versus global features
and the system�s sensitivity to subjectivity in PBR
delineation�

The database used in this experiment contains ���
pathology regions in 		 images from �	 patients�
These images were identi�ed by physicians during rou�
tine medical care at Indiana University Medical Cen�
ter� To evaluate our CBIR system we use the dif�
ferential diagnosis associated with each image� Note
that this information is not used during retrieval� The
distribution of images over disease patterns of the
current database is shown in Table �� Currently�
the diseases in the database are centralobular emphy�
sema �CLE�� paraseptal emphysema �PSE�� invasive
aspergillosis �ASP�� broncheitasis �BR�� eosinophilic
granuloma �EG�� and idiopathic pulmonary �brosis
�IPF��



Table �� Comparison of localized versus global features�

PBR Correct Retrievals Percent of Total
Diagnosis Queries R��P � � C R��G� R��P � R��G� R��P � �C R��G� R��P � R��G�

CLE� ��� 	�
�� 
�	� ���� 
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� 
�	� ��
�� 
��� � �	 �� ��
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� ���
� 
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� 
�

 ���
� 
��
 � �
 
 �

BR� �� ����� 
��� ��	�� 
�	� ����� 
�
 ����� 
��	 � �� � �	
EG� 	 ���
� ��
� ����� 
�� ���
� 
��� ����� 
�� 
 �� �
 ��
IPF� � ����� ��

 ���� 
��� ��	�� 
��� ���
� 
�
� � �� 		 ��
Total DB 	�� 	�
�� 
��
 ����� 
��� ��		� 
�	 ��
�� 
��� � �� �� ��

��� Localized versus Global Image Char�
acterization

Our �rst experiment is designed to test the util�
ity of localized features� To ensure a situation that
would mirror its use in a clinical setting� we omit all
of the query�image patient�s other images from the
database search� Our statistics were generated from
the four highest ranking images returned by the sys�
tem for each query� For each disease category in our
database� we show the total number of queries for the
category� the mean and standard deviation of the num�
ber of the four highest ranking images that shared the
same diagnosis as the query image� and percentage of
the four retrieved images that have the same diagnosis
as the query image� Note that in these experiments
we consider each PBR as a query rather than each
image� Although our ultimate goal is to allow multi�
ple PBR�s and relevant anatomical markers to form a
query� at present our implementation restricts a query
to a single PBR� Table � shows results for four di�erent
sets of features� The �rst is a combination of features
extracted from the PBR region �R��P �� and features
contrasting the PBR to the rest of the lung region �C��
The second uses the same features as the �rst� but ap�
plied to the entire lung region �R��G��� Because the
entire lung is used� the contrast features are not in�
cluded� The third set of features was customized to
a global approach to image characterization� Because
R� features were selected to maximize performance
when PBR�s were used� we ran the SFS algorithm
using features computed from the entire lung region�
producing set R�� The table shows results for this fea�
ture set on the entire lung �R��G�� and on PBR�s only
�R��P ���

The features in R� are� the gray scale deviation in�
side the region� gray�level histogram values inside the
region� and four texture measurements �homogeneity�
contrast� correlation and cluster�� The features in set
C contrasting the PBR to the entire lung are� the area
of the PBR� the Mahalanobis distance from the cen�
troid of PBR to the nearest lung boundary point� the
di�erence of gray�scale mean of the PBR and the entire
lung� and the di�erence of gray�scale deviation of the
PBR and the entire lung� The features in set R� are�
gray scale mean and deviation� histogram distribution�
histogram distribution after gamma correction�� and

�Typically� one can observe non�linear distortion of gray in�

Table � Sensitivity of results to PBR delineation �
Precision

Number of Percent of Total
Diagnosis Queries 
�� 
�� ��
 ���� ���

CLE ��� �� � �� � 	
PSE �� �� 	 �� �� ��
ASP � �
 �� �� �� �

BR �� �� � �� 	 	
EG 	 �� �� �� � �
IPF � � 
 �� � �
Total DB 	�� �� 	 �� � �

four texture measures �cluster� contrast after gamma�
cluster after gamma� and edginess of strength after
gamma�� The last row of the table gives a summary
across all diseases� The best method �R��P � � C�
combines features of the PBR and contrast features�
A comparison of R��P � to R��G� ���� versus �	��
illustrates that even when the features are customized
to a global approach it is better to compute them for
the PBR� The results show that local features signi��
cantly improve performance over global features�

��� Sensitivity of Retrieval to PBR De�
lineation

The second experiment addresses the concern that
precision is a function of PBR delineation� Using the
same experimental setup as the previous section� we
compared the retrieval results of the physician marked
PBR�s to larger and smaller PBR�s� Speci�cally� Ta�
ble  reports results for 	��� 	�
�� ��	� ��� and ���
times the size of the physician entered PBR�s� Figure
� shows the original PBR region� and the PBR�s when
increased by �	� and shrunk by �	��

The results show that PBR size does not signi��
cantly impact retrieval results on the database as a
whole� Shrinking the PBR region has a slightly larger
negative impact on performance than increasing the

tensity from slice to slice on the same patient and images taken
from di�erent CT scanners will have di�erent distributions of
gray scale� Applying the gamma correction allows us to mitigate
these problems and facilitates the use of gray�scale histogram
features for retrieval�
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Figure �� �a� The PBR delineated by a physician� �b�

�� � PBR �c� ��� � PBR�

Table �� Retrieval results from clinical experiments
�SA � strongly agree� A � agree� N � not sure� D �
disagree� and SD� strongly disagree�

Number of Percent of Total
Disease Queries SA A N D SD
CLE � �� �
 �  	
PSE �� �� � � 
 �
BR � �� �� �� 	 �
IPF � �� �� �� �� �	

size of the PBR� the extent to which appears to de�
pend on the particular disease�

��� Clinical Experimental Results
In Table � we show results from a clinical trial of

the system based on the best method �R��P ��C�� We
collected results from an expert in pulmonary disease
�lung expert�� The retrieval results for CLE� PSE�
BR and IPF� are classi�ed into �ve categories speci�
fying the amount to which the expert agreed with the
results� For CLE� PSE and BR the majority of the re�
trieved queries ����� ��� and ���� respectively� are
in the strongly agree to agree category� The results for
IPF are not as compelling� but are based on a much
smaller sample�

� Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper� we have described a physician�in�the�

loop system for medical images� We believe that our
system combines the best of what can be gleaned from
a physician� without burdening him or her unduly�
and what can be accomplished by a computer� An
empirical evaluation of the current implementation il�
lustrates that local features signi�cantly improve re�
trieval performance in the domain of HRCT of the
lung� A sensitivity study shows that subjectivity in
PBR delineation impacts performance by a negligible
amount�

Our plans for the future include adding more im�
ages to the database both from IUMC and from other
sources� incorporating user feedback into the design

�At the time of the evaluation� we did not have any ASP or
EG images in the database�

of the indexing scheme� increasing the speed of re�
trieval by implementing the multihash decision tree
algorithm� and allowing multiple PBR�s in a single
query�
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